Until now, the implementation of reduced gradient methods had to be improvised empirically, since procedures for the truncation of the inner iterations, in the feasibility restoration stage, have not been analyzed with respect to convergence of the overall algorithm. This paper presents an implementation of one reduced gradient method. While retaining all the attractive features of the classical reduced gradient methods, this implementation incorporates, explicitly, efficient procedures for truncating the inner iterations to a finite number. In the paper, we present the properties of the restoration subalgorithm and we prove the convergence of the new algorithm under fairly general assumptions.
i. Introduction
There are both practical and theoretical difficulties associated with reduced gradient methods as stated in [i] , [2] , [5] , [i0] .
Both of these difficulties stem from the fact that implementation of these methods has to be improvised empirically, since procedures for the truncation of the infinite inner iteration, in the feasibility restoration stage, have not been analzed with respect to convergence of the overall algorithm. This paper presents an extension of the reduced gradient method in [6, 11] : it takes a gradient projection step whenever it is not possible to take a reduced gradient step, and it incorporates explicitly the required procedures for truncating the inner iterations to a finite number. We state the properties of the restoration subalgorithms and we prove the convergence of the implementable algorithm under fairly general assumptions.
Algorithm Model
In this section we present a slightly generalized version of the algorithm model for the implementation of approximations presented in [7] . For this purpose, we consider the following abstract Problem i: Let T be a closed subset of ~n Given a nonempty subset A C T of desirable points, find a point in A.
We shall denote the Euclidean norm on ~n by II.I[; and we shall use the notation B(z,p) = {x E ~n Iiix -zll j p}; JR+ = [0,~), ~++= (0,~). We shall say that a {zi}$= 0_ is compact if it is contained in sequence a compact set.
Our algorithm model makes use of a cost function f : ~n÷ ~, an approximating ~n iteration map A : ]R n × ~++÷2 , a proximity function p : ~n÷ ~+ which is used to provide a measure of closeness of a point from the set T, and a restoration map ~n Q : ~n× IR++÷ 2 , which is used to "drive" points into T. Finally, let P : ~+ ÷ 2 ]Rn be defined by e(e) = {x e m nIp(x) ! ¢} (i) Assumption i (i) f : ~n÷ ~ is continuously differentiable.
(ii) P : ~n÷ ~+ is continuous, and P(0) = T.
(iii) For any x E ~n, E > 0, Q(x,e) C P(E).
(iv) For any s > 0 and x E e(e), Q(x,¢) = {x}.
(v) For any z E ~n, if the infinite sequences {xi} and {El } satisfy x i E Q(z,~i), for i = 0,i,2,..., and e i ÷ 0 as i ÷ ~, then {x.}l has a finite number of accumulation points, all of which are in T.
(vi) For any compact subset C of ~n, there exist constants M,e E ~++, such that ¥E E (0,el, Vx C C N P(g), V¢' E (0,e], Q(x,~') C B(x,M¢).
(vii) For any e > 0 and x E P(E), A(x,s) C p(g). Step 0: Set i = 0, j = 0, ~ = ~0 .
Step I: Compute an x E Q(zi,c).
Step 2: Compute a y E A(x,s).
Step 3: If f(y) -f(x) ! -ys, go to step 4; else set xj = x, ~ = s$, j = j + 1 and go to step i.
Step 4: Set zi+ I = y, i = i + 1 and go to step i. Step i:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6: step 5.
Step 7:
Step 8:
If xE Y, set k = i; else set k = 2.
Compute ~k(X), ~k(X), and select any I ~ ~k(X).
If ~k(X) ~ -yg, go to step 4; else, set A(x,e) = {x}, and stop.
Set % = % .
s If % ~ leg , go to step 6; else, set A(x,e) = {x} and stop.
If f(x+Idk(X,I)) -f(x) ~ ~%~k(X), go to step 7; else, set I = IB and go to
Compute a y E Q(x+%dk(X,I),e ).
If f(y) -f(x) ! ~%#k(X), set A(x,~) = {y}, and stop; else set % = l~ and go to step 5.
We now proceed to show that, defined as above, under Assumption 2, A satisfies parts (vii) and (viii) of Assumption I.
Proposition I: The functions ~k' k = 1,2 are upper semicontinuous.
This result follows directly from Assumptions l(i) and 2(iv), 2(v). Next, from the structure of A and Assumption l(iii) we obtain that A satisfies Assumption l(vii). 
# e 0 is as defined in the Algorithm Model.
Next, because P(e) N C is a neighborhood of z, it follows from Assumption 2(iv) and (v) that there exist r 0 > 0, ~i > 0 and ~ E (0, ls] such that B(z,r I) CY, B(z,r I) C P(e) ~ C, and Vx E B(z,r0), 91(x) C ,~l(Z). Furthermore, Yx E B(z,r0), ~I E,~i(x)
x + %dl(X,l) E B(Z,rl) CP(e) A C I t now f o l l o w s from (6) and (7) t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s a compact s e t U such t h a t ¥x E B(z,r0) , VA E [0,~], ¥I E~Q1.(x), Ye E (0,e],Q(x+ldl(X,I).e)
C B(x+ldl(X,l), Mp(x+ldl(X,l))) CU
Since f(') is Lipschitz continuous on U because of Assumption l(i), there exists an
Next, making use of the first order Taylor expansion, we get,
Now, since ~i (~) is upper semi-continuous and #l(Z) < 0, there exists a Pz E (0,r 0] t < i such that #l~X), -z~-q~!(z) for all x E B(x,p_)~= ~ and there exists an integer ~i > 0 such It follows from (9) through (ii) and (13) that Vx E B(Z,plz). ¥I E ~l(X), Yy E Q(z+~izdl(X,I).~). ¥~ E (0,el,
>__ Z I such that LMp(z+~zdl(Z,l))
1 Now let ejAz E (0,el be such that %e~±ze. _> l~iz, and ~l(Z) --< -Yelz' let e ~ (0,elz] , and for each x E B(Z,plz) and I E ,~l(X), let %l(X,e,I) be such that the tests in steps 6 and 8 of the Iteration Map A are satisfied.
Then because of (12) and (14),
for all x E B(X, Plz) , for all e E (0,elz], for all I E ~l(X) and for any y E Q(X+%l(X,e,l)dl(X,l),~), we get ll(X,~,l) ~ %Iz so that
which is of the form of (3).
Now suppose that z E T ~ A. Then by an identical argument to the one used above, we can show that there exist P2z > 0, e2z > 0 and a %2z > 0 such that for any x E B(z,p2z), for any ~ E (0,e2z ] for any I E ~2(x), and for any yE Q(x+~2(x,S,l)d2(x,l),S), we get
Consequently, since the closure of Y is contained in Y, we now get the following conclusion.
Suppose z E T ~ A satisfies z ~ Y, then, from the above, there exists a ball B(z,p2z), a %2z > 0 and an e2z > 0 such that B(z,P2z) A Y = ~, and Vx E B(z,p2z), N, Ye E (0,e2z], the map A sets y = x + ~2(x,S,l)d2(x,l), with I ~ ~2(x), and (16) holds for all such y. Next, suppose that z C T ~ A and z E Y. Then, from the above, = min{Plz, p2z } there exists a Pz and an e = min{e~ ,e~ }, such that for all x E Z IZ ~ g Z e B(Z, pz), and all e E (0,ez] , the map A~eSets y = x + %l(X,e,I)dl(X,I), with I E ~l(X), or y x + ~2(x,s,l)d2(x,l), with I E ~2(x), = depending on whether x E Y or not, but in either event, we get
gx E B(Z,Oz) , ~e E (0,ez] , yy ~ A(x,e). Thus, the iteration map A, defined in this section satisfies Assumption l(viii), which completes our proof. =
An Implementable Reduced Gradient Method
We shall now present an implementable generalization of the reduced gradient method analyzed by Luenberger [6] (Ex. 18, p. 275) for the case of linear equality constraints only. Thus, we shall consider the problem
where f : ~n÷ ~i, g : ~n÷ ~m (m_<n).
x + E ~, x-~ ~ are defined eomponentwise by x +i = max{0,xi}, x -i = min{0,xl}, i = 1,2,o.°,n, respectively; T = {x E ~n Ig(x) = 0,x ~ 0}.
Assumption 3:
(i) The function f is continuously differentiable.
(ii) The function g is twice continuously differentiable.
(iii) For all x E I~ n, the pair of matrices(~,In), where I n is the nxn identity matrix, satisfies the LI condition Note that p, as defined above, satisfies Assumption l(ii).
We shall also need the following quantities:
and for any I E~i, E(1) will denote the nxn permutation matrix satisfying Step 0: If j = 2, go to step 6; else go to step I.
Step i: If p(z) < ~, set ql(Z,e,l) = z and stop; else, go to step 2.
St e p 2: Set x 0 = z and k = 0.
Step 3: If t(Xk,l) > a and x k > 0, go to step 4; else, go to step 6,
Step 4: If p(x k) j e, set ql(z,s,l) = x k and stop; else go to step 5.
Step 5: Set Zk Xk+ I = x k + 6 vl(Xk, l)
where ~k > 0 is the smallest integer satisfying
set k = k + i and go to step 3.
Ste__~_~_6
: Set x 0 = z and k = 0.
Ste_~_~: If P(Xk) < s, set qj(z,S,l) = x k and stop; else, go to step 8.
Step 8: Set
where Z > 0 is the smallest integer satisfying
set k = k + 1 and go to step 7.
We now define Q : ~ ×~+ + +IR n by Q(x,e) = {qj(x,e,I) II@ ,~l(X), j = 1,2}
Since q is either a globalized Newton's method in ~m or a globalized Newton's method in IR n, we see that Assumption 3(ii), (iii) and the following Assumption 4
ensures that Q, as defined in (33), satisfies Assumption l(iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) (for a proof, see [7] ). 
The following hypothesis corresponds to the nondegeneracy assumption of linear programming.
Assumption 5: For any x E T and I E ~l(X), x~ > 0.
Lemma 2: Assumption 2 is satisfied for k = i.
Proof: (i) Let z E T N Y, and let I E ~l(Z).. Then dl(Z,l ) is well defined.
Next, because of (38b),
Hence, since g(z) = 0, we get (ii) By direct calculation, for any x ~ Y,
I~Jl ( (45a) (45b) and (~z > = 0, so that z is a Kuhn-Tucker point, i.e., z E A.
(iv) This follows from the continuity of t. 
